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Welcome!  I am glad you are here.  Thank 
you for your continued investment in your 
family.  

 

**Research shows:  You are the number one 
reason young people decide not to expose 
themselves to risk factors.      



Hosted by:  

Southside Behavioral Health    &



Presented by:

Paul Short owns and operates Face to Face Space, 

A coaching and training business, designed to cultivate a 
world of value by equipping and empowering business, 
nonprofits, families, couples, and individuals with 
practical tools and strategies.  



Biography of Paul Short

.     

 

Bio Points:

● Born in Hawaii

● *Certified National Trainer

● 20+ years of experience in 
Human Services

● Own and Operate Coaching, 
Training, Speaker business, 
Face to Face Space since 2016

● Avid foodie and runner

*Evidence-based program; Iowa State University; Strengthening Families 
Program:  For Parents and Youth 10-14



Who are you and your family?:  

● Name
● Identify family Members
● What do you do for fun as a family?  



Training Objectives:

● Reveal the ‘Why’

● Identify the four needs of a human

● Learn how to be a responsive caregiver

● Recognize signs in a youth 

● Strategies to invest in the four needs of youth

● Building a culture of needs-driven caregiving



Why is moving from a reactive to a responsive 
caregiving important?  



What does every human need deep 
down?  

The Four Needs of a Human:

● Belonging
● Enjoyment
● Power
● Independence



Let’s learn about each 
need:

1.  Belonging



What is the definition of belonging?
Belonging:  to be accepted; to be a part of social 

groups; community; fitting in; 



Why is belonging important to a youth?



1. Signs from a youth who is low on belonging fuel:

2.  How can a caregiver respond to these signs intentionally?



2.  Enjoyment



What is the definition of Enjoyment?
Enjoyment:  recreation; entertainment; something that gives 
you keen satisfaction



Why is enjoyment important?



Signs from a youth low on enjoyment fuel:

How can a caregiver flip the narrative from reacting to these signs to 
responding these signs intentionally?



3.  Power 



What is the definition of power?
Power:  having ownership to make a difference in the 

world around you

Why Power?



Signs from a youth low on power fuel:

How can a caregiver flip the narrative from reacting to these 
signs to responding these signs intentionally?



4.  Independence



What is the definition of Independence?

Independence:  freedom from control; influence; support; aid; or 
the like of others; not requiring or relying on something 



Why is independence important to your youth?



Signs from a youth low on independence fuel:

How can a caregiver flip the narrative from reacting to these 
signs to responding these signs intentionally?



Conclusion:

One training takeaway?
One Tool/Strategy?



I want to invite you 
to participate in my 
upcoming virtual training, 
Increase Engagement and 
Connections: 5 nights of 
fun, scheduled for 
Wednesday, September 30 @ 7 
pm.



Hire a coach, Paul Short.  Follow me on 
facebook; instagram @facetofacespace

All workshop participants receive a 
complimentary 30 minutes to continue to 
invest in your family.  

● Cultivate healthier  

boundaries for your 

child 
● Learn how to 

communicate clearer

● More tools and 
strategies for your 

family

Instructor:  Paul Short

Coach; National Trainer; Public Speaker
facetofacespace@outlook.com
520.990.4481

Thank you for your continued investment in your family.



Thank you again for hosting this workshop:

Thank you for your valuable participation and insights.  Thank you 
for your continued investment in your family.


